The History so far: -

The Old Presbytery formally
Scarthingwell Lodge
Saxton cum Scarthingwell, Tadcaster, North Yorkshire

South

North

The extension is the section to the left of the photo with the long sloping roof, the original house is in
the shape of a square cross North South East West orientated.

The house was renovated in 2003-04 by Chris & Christine Dennis the present owners
since 1984 when we purchased the house from Leeds Catholic Dioceses
The Catholic Dioceses owned the property from the 1950s having been left the whole
of the Scarthingwell estate by the Maxwell-Stuarts.
In1849 the property change hands to the Honourable Philip Stourton & Joseph
Constable Maxwell from Henry and Julian Constable Maxwell for £6,757.14s 6d
In 1854 the Maxwell’s built the Roman Catholic church onto Scarthingwell hall and
from then till 1984 this house was used as a Presbytery (residence for the priest)

The beautiful Church is still there (very right of the Hall picture) but the hall was
demolished in the early 1960s, on the site is now a nursing home, the walled garden
which lies behind the nursing home, for now, still exists with its heated walls
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Lord Hawke and then his son Baldon Hawke owned the estate prior to the Maxwell’s
Edward Hawke. He was born on 21st February 1710 in London and joined the navy in
February 1720 being promoted to no less than Rear Admiral for his distinguished
service against the French in the War of the Austrian Succession. In October 1747 he
captured six French warships in a brilliant action that took place off the coast of
Brittany.

As commander of the fleet blockading the French naval station of Brest in 1759, he
played a vital part in preventing French reinforcement to Canada, where the British
conquered the territory in the Seven Years War. As a counter-offensive the French
decided to invade Great Britain, the French fleet at Brest being crucial to this plan and
on 14th November 1759, the French Admiral Hubert de Brienne, Count de Conflans,
taking advantage of an opening in Hawkes' blockade, headed southeast from Brest
along the French coast to pick up troops for the invasion. But six days later Hawke's
fleet of some 23 ships caught up with the 21-strong French squadron and a westerly
gale drove the French squadron into Quiberon Bay where a three-hour battle ensued.
Hawke was victorious with nine French ships destroyed and the remainder disabled.
Hawke retired from sea duty after the battle. He served as First Lord of the Admiralty
from 1766-1771 and was made Baron of Towton in 1776. He died on 17th October
1781, above is an extract from “Yorkshire Tykes” see our web site for Links
In 1790-91 Lord Hawke employed John Davenport to make a lake and build a bridge
across it. The lake still exists but no sign of a bridge, Historical problem he died in
1781?
Lord Hawke had a large, 1200-acre farm the farmstead being what are now the golf
course and farm buildings, this farm is mentioned in a survey of the West Riding in
1794, as been a model farm with its own static thrashing machine
Parish records show the below presumably Lord Hawke’s farm manager
On the 16 of October 1779 William Beck was born a daughter Matilda at
Scarthingwell Lodge who was a husbandman
This is the earliest record I have found that actually mentions this house
I have record that in 1542 Brian Hammond was born at Scarthingwell married
Elizabeth Stapylton on the 25 Nov 1567.
This is the earliest record I have of the Scarthingwell estate.
Information from now can be classed as conjecture
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The extension was built before the house became a Presbytery as we consider that the
Priests would not have had a bell system, the wires still remain in the loft but all that
can be seen downstairs are the pivots high above the breakfast room door all
remaining parts have being removed, the bells were in a dairy entrance which was to
the right of the pivots.

The extension is built of a soft limestone in random style, which has to now remain
rendered to stop stone corrosion; the quality of the construction is poor.
The roof may have been replaced at this time as the support truss at the side of the
stairs is in the new part of the house and is of the same style as the remainder of the
house.

The entrance lobby was a small kitchen when we arrived, at one time the house was
split into two halves but had not been lived in since early 1960’s because of the bells
and the two low rooms upstairs (service & bath room) which could have been servants
bedrooms we consider that the lounge was the main kitchen to the house, the original
stone fireplace which was badly damaged (now is at the side of the main gate) was of
a plain style suitable for a kitchen, the new replacement fireplace is from a local
quarry of very similar stone and style to the original.
Some of the upstairs floors in the house are of old concrete laid on rye straw on lattés
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On the wall at the side of the stairs now covered by the stairs is a masons mark, which
was above the original door, the porch
line is still evident.

This was an external mark not a true masons mark that is hidden.
York Minster Mason’s have dated this mark between 1290 & 1360 when the south
transept was built on the Minster.
The stone appears to be from the same quarry and built in the same style, Ashlare
construction.
False windows at the rear indicate window tax and would date the house to about
1590 these have been blocked after construction, as the stone is not coursed exactly.
Follow a course of stone round the house and it remains the same depth every course
been individual.
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Also found on the property is a block of stone which appears to have been removed
during alterations which also has a masons mark on it, in the correct position, photo
on left The photo on the right is of a 14 century mark in Northern France

Found on the ruins of a Benedictine Abbey Le Bec-Helluin Normandy
We also have a doorstep with a mark on the visual side. Unfortunate the builder used
this stone to make up the wall behind the lounge stairs

The original house is built in the shape of a cross (see photo at top) orientated North
South East West the original entrance on the centre of the south wall (now behind the
stairs. This appears to be a high statuses building as a hall or church but on a small
scale. Why and to what purposes?
The latest indications are that it was a Monks Lodge been 14 miles from York which
is the distance of a staging house and it was called Scarthingwell Lodge.
Or
A Masons (Freemason?) house.
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The downstairs floors in the old part of the house have been lifted 150mm (6”) and we
have still removed a lot of external soil especially at the rear of the house, this
apparently is a sign of a old house as ground levels rises over time.
Old stone culverts have been found at both

ends of the house, reused now for rain water

One wall in the residential end has (up to now unexplained) has stone cuts running
vertically
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This room also has hearth in front of the
Present fireplace 150mm lower, the walls are of old brick but the chimney above is
random stone emerging in the centre of the old house which is block stone?

The fireplace at the opposite side of the breast was opened in 2004 to reveal a metal
grate in a brick surround

Stonewalls are built one metre in from both sides to meet the brick in this room
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In the guests lounge there is a stone sink in the widow made from a single piece of
Huddelstone stone with a soap hole please ask if you would like to see this feature
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Whilst repairing the Southern chimney in 2005 we found the chimney pot was sat on a
stone, which said, “In memory of E Hammond” Note Hammonds had the estate in
1542

Also we have had a cellar we found the steps in the lobby, the old locals said you
went down the steps and along a passage to the cellar, I have had most of the floors up
but no cellar! Did it go to the icehouse or what we thought was an old cottage which
has now been suggested was an estate brewery because of the two fireplaces one for
beer and the other for washing
Lamp hole for the cellar steps
in the Lobby

The doorway into the lounge
was the cellar door the
Original room door was to
the right and a dairy door
to the left
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The Dairy had a large stone shelf, which we removed in 1984 and was stored till we
required a hearthstone for the ingenlnook fireplace in 2004.
When we brought it in we found it fitted perfectly – with a pitted burnt area under the
grate and small squares to each side under the metal loops at shoulder height
Was it removed to fit the first replacement fireplace?

When we removed an old brick cupboard at the side of the upstairs fire place the lintel
was a piece of wood with a grove in it and mortise slots at each side the noggins for
the door frame appear to be more of the same. The long piece fits exact across the
window, are these the windows
before the original sash (the only
one remaining is the breakfast
room (note the old glass)) or are
they parts of wall panelling
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We also removed the top of a doorway to make a passageway; above the old worm
eaten lintel was a number of old roof tiles. Was the original house stone roofed?

On the property is the remains of an old cottage, which we are now advised is a estate
brew house was lived in at the early part of the 1900s
When we came in 1984 we did not realise it was there as it was filled with ash and
waste.
The orientation is at a strange angle to the main house but may make more sense
before the extension was built, though recent suggestions are that the cellar is under
the building which has been suggested was an estate brewery and another passageway
to the icehouse for storage, I need further investigations
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History of The Old Presbytery comes right up to 1940s with the finding of an
enamelled sign (now hung in the lobby)
We approached RAF Church Fenton, as we were concerned that we had some buried
bombs knowing this as a main road it was quite possible, but they did not have any
record of them. The Air museum or Eden camp may help (time allowing)
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A lot of work has to be done to find the true history of
both the Estate and the Presbytery
Including the old windmill that was on top of the hill opposite the property dating
from the 15th century
The wall surrounding the estate was built to create employment but when?
Where was the bridge across the lake and where did it go to?
Which is the oldest the hall or this house?
What is the significance of the house been built as a square cross?
Is the A162 London road, Roman recent information suggested yes
The Battle of Towton was fought in 1461 within a mile of the house when 28,000
people died in the War of the Roses, was the house or estate here then?
Going back further Sherburn in Elmet was part of the Wapontake of Elmet only 4
miles South of here
Roman remains have been found at Sherburn.
I found this at the rear of the house, is it a tesserae?

Final note
The workshop at the rear of the premises is Glasshoughton pit winding house which
closed in the early eighties we buried 2 1/2 ft and cut off 2 1/2 ft making it 21 ft to the
eaves which was then on a 15 ft concrete base, the bays where 7 ft apart with cross
braces and heavy steel sheets on the roof to stop the winding wires coming back
through the roof.
The shed was originally used as a workshop for the agricultural contracting business
now it houses vintage tractors and engines which I have collected over the years, at
the time of writing all are in need of restoration.
List of equipment
1941 Massey Harris 203 6 cyl petrol paraffin side value electric or swing start 54 BHP
1943 Caterpillar crawler D4 4cyl diesel ohv petrol donkey engine start 55 BHP
1948 Fordson E27N 4cyl petrol/paraffin side value swing start 32 BHP swing start
1950 Fordson E27N 4cyl petrol/paraffin side value swing start 32 BHP swing start
1959 Massey Ferguson 65 Mk 2 4 cyl diesel 52 BHP
1967 Masse Ferguson 165 with Webb 360 slew digger & dozer blade
1968 Ford Force 5000
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These notes are compiled by
Chris Dennis
Joint owner with Christine

Of
The Old Presbytery
In
Feb 2005
Revised 2009
Any information or help concerning the accuracy
or content would be gratefully accepted
01937 557708
These notes are becoming a living history!
Update in 2020 year of the pandemic.
We removed the old cottage in 2013 to make way for the “Bower”. I investigated the
area under the floor and found no sign of any cellars or passageway so now assume
the cellar was only under the entrance hall.
The hollow on the opposite side of the driveway which we had been told was a ice
house turned out to be a 6 foot deep 5 foot across rough cut hole possibly from where
the Air bombs were buried.
We have put a conservatory on the Northern end of the house in 2013, (private use)
even this has a history been an Amdega double glazed conservatory only one built for
the MD.
In March 2020 we renovated the woodland pond.
Tractors are slowly been restored and old ploughs are now displayed around the
carpark.
When we came here in 1984 the outgoing priest said we had a well which I
discovered was under a rockery!
The entrance is a 3foot flag into a brick bell top well 8 feet across and 54 foot deep.
After 7 foot down it is hewn out of solid rock
Because of the depth the pump would have been in the bottom so there originally was
decks which have all collapsed into the bottom apart from the oak beams supporting
the pump rod and water pipe.
The well in 1984 was dry because of coal mining in the area.
Since the demise of coal mining the well has water in it again
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